
 

 

JB-304 Video Villa Door Entry System 

User's manual (V1.0) 

 

Hi, thanks for using our products. As there are so many designs, it is hard to show all here. 

Please kindly use the device you have received with this manual accordingly. 

1. Answer a call   

When you want to answer a call, please pick up the handset or push button. 

 

or 

 

2. Release the door 
When you want to release the door, please push  button during communication. 

 

or 

 

3. Surveil the entrance  

When you want to surveil the entrance, please push button.  

 

or 

 

①If there are two or more door stations and before the screen shuts off, you can continue to push 

button and surveil the different entrances by turn. ②During surveillance you can push button to 

communicate with somebody outside, and then push button to release the door. 
4. Call other indoor phones 
When you want to call other family members nearby the other indoor phones, please pick up the 

handset or push button (hands-free), and then keep pushing button for 2 seconds.  

2"

 

or 

2"

 

5. Call transfer 
When you answer a call and want to transfer to another indoor phone, please push button to ring. 
After somebody answers there, your indoor phone will shut off automatically. 
6. Broadcast 
When you need to speak to other family members nearby the other indoor phones, please pick up the 
handset and push button or just push button (handsfree) and then speak. 

 

or 

 

Function 4, 5 and 6 are available only for the houses where there are two or more indoor phones. 
7. Change the ring tone 
If you want to change the ring tone, please keep pushing button for 2 seconds when the indoor 
phone is idle. Then push the button again and again until you get a favourite ring tone. You may wait 

until the ring stops itself, or push button to confirm and stop the ring. 

2"

 

or 

2"

 
8. Adjust the image quality 

If you want to change the image quality, please push button and then button firstly. 

 
Move CONTRAST  & BRIGHTNESS 

 adjusters. 

or 

+

-

MENU

 
Push “MENU” button, the screen will show 
"CONTRAST", "BRIGHTNESS", and "COLOR" by turn, 
then push “+” and “-“ buttons to adjust their scales. 

9. Adjust the ring & speech volume 

If you want to adjust the ring and/or speech volume, please turn the wheel as the following figure. 

-

+

 
All handsets are not available to adjust the ring and speech volume. 


